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COURSE DATA

Data Subject

Code 33845

Name Origin of the Documentary Process

Cycle Grade

ECTS Credits 6.0

Academic year 2021 - 2022

Study (s)

Degree Center Acad. 
year

Period

1007 - Degree in Information and 
Documentation 

Faculty of Geography and History 4 Second term

Subject-matter

Degree Subject-matter Character

1007 - Degree in Information and 
Documentation 

1 - Optional subjects Optional

Coordination

Name Department

PONS ALOS, VICENTE 361 - Medieval History, Historiography Sciences 
and Techniques 

SUMMARY

It is a question of an optional matter in which there is analysed and understands, according to the criteria 
of the Diplomatic, the form of the documents produced during the Middle Ages in the western world, and 
in I make concrete in the Iberian Peninsula. There are studied the genesis or the stages for which it spends 
the creation of a written document, the different offices of documentary production (chanceries and 
offices of a notary), the persons who intervene in the confection of the documents, the different types of 
documents according to the chanceries (pontifical, royal) and the tradition or way since the documents 
have come up to us (original, copy, false). This matter allows to penetrate into the acquired knowledge 
the previous course on historiographic technologies for the documentary investigation and completes the 
formation of the professional futures in Information and Documentation.
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PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

Relationship to other subjects of the same degree

There are no specified enrollment restrictions with other subjects of the curriculum.

Other requirements

OUTCOMES

1007 - Degree in Information and Documentation 

- Optional subjects deal in greater depth with the competences already covered in compulsory 
subjects.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. The student will acquire the doctrinal and technical beginning for the correct identification and 
comprehension of the documentary texts.

2. The student will be capable of identifying and distinguishing the documentary types of the Pontifical 
Chancery.

3. The student will be capable of identifying and distinguishing the documentary types of the Hispanic 
kingdoms chanceries.

4. The student will be capable of identifying and distinguishing the public documents and the private 
ones.

5. The student will be in conditions to solve the problems of dating and validation that the documents 
offer.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

1. General Diplomatic

After a brief introduction by the general beginning of the Diplomatic, the aim of this topic is to establish 
the differences between public and private document, know those who are the persons who intervene in 
the creation of the document, to distinguish the stages for which the document happens during his 
production, to analyse the external and internal characters of the document, to discover how the notaries 
were learning to write the documents and to know the different forms that the document adopts in his 
tradition from the original one to the notarial copy or the copy in registers and cartularies.
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2. The persons and the organisms of the documentary expedition in the Middle Ages

The Pontifical Chancery was the organism that issued the major number of documents of the European 
Middle Ages, intensifying his production in the centuries XIV-XV. The study of the papal documents 
begins with the general development of the diplomatic science and has not stopped to the present day 
owed also to the great influence that exercised this chancery on the lay chanceries. For the study of this 
thematic unit a systematic order has been chosen, without forgetting the chronological subdivision, to 
know the documentary "iter" of the above mentioned chancery, the persons who were intervening in the 
course of the same one and the types of produced documents. Of the same way it passes to the study of 
both big royal peninsular chanceries during the Middle Ages, since it were that of the Crown of Aragon 
and that of the kingdom of Castile, analysing in them his functioning and the diverse documentary 
produced types. Finally, there is approached the study of the private document, especially after the 
emergence of the notarial institution.

3. The persons and the organisms of the documentary expedition in the Hispanic Monarchy

The Spanish administration in the Hispanic Monarchy receives his fundamental stamp of the political 
system that reports progressively to the State in this epoch: the Absolutism. The absolute regime brings 
as consequence the unification of the different regional and statutory varieties, for the organization of the 
public life, and especially the centralization of the different power and functions, in hands of the king, 
who exercises them across organs and civil servants dependent on his person. Parallel to the movement 
unifier, we can indicate the centralist in the march of the Spanish Administration across the diverse 
Secretariats of State. The bureaucracy is another characteristic of the modern Administration and 
common note to the whole Europe. In this thematic unit these three characteristics are studied taking as 
an example the Secretaría de Estado y del Despacho de Indias, knowing the royal civil servants who 
recover his respective charges, and the form and expedition of the administrative document in his three 
phases of initiation, instruction and resolution.

WORKLOAD

ACTIVITY Hours % To be attended

Theory classes 60,00 100

Study and independent work 50,00 0

Preparation of evaluation activities 40,00 0

TOTAL 150,00

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

It will have four hours of classes attend them a week, in which the teacher will expose those fundamental 
aspects that they will guide to the student in the comprehension of the different topics. In these classes 
they will be had in it counts so much the contents of historical nature like the methods and technologies 
of the Diplomatic that should help to understand the evolution, formation and structure of the documents, 
the systems used for his dating, as well as the methods used for his validation.
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 For it, the student will have to come to the classes with a Dossier of didactic material that it will be able 
to acquire in the Service of Reprography of the Center from the first day of class, in which he will find 
texts, maps or other didactic resources that complement the oral exhibition, and especially different 
reproductions of documents that will allow him to approach the knowledge of the documentary typologíes 
of the different chanceries.

As it there needs the part corresponding to every topic, he will devote himself a daily time to the reading 
and comprehension of documentary written testimonies in that the students will take part in an active 
way.

 The work of practical character realized in the classroom with the didactic material will be an object of a 
continuous assessment.

EVALUATION

1. Exam: It will consist of a written theoretical - practical test in which the precision and the rigor will be 
valued specialy for the treatment of the information, the coherence for the expression of the contents and 
the aptitude to relate concepts. The exam will be realized in the official date fixed by the Center and will 
constitute 50 % of the total note. Nevertheless, it is necessary to warn that only they will make average 
with the rest of qualifications those exams that obtain a minimal note of 5.

2. Continuous assessment: The work of practical character realized in the classroom with reproductions 
will be an object of a continuous assessment for which three tests will be realized. In the Educational 
Guide Annexe they indicate to the dates in that will take place three foreseen tests. The continuous 
assessment supposes 50 % of the total note.

The qualifications obtained in each of the tests that integrate the continuous assessment will be kept for 
the second summons. In any case they will be recoverable.

 The composition of the final note will be abided, in synthesis, by the following picture:

 

Final exam 50%

Continuous assessment 50%

TOTAL 100 %

 

This assessment departs from the premise of that the teaching in the Universitat de València is, for 
definition, a teaching in-person. In this respect, the student must have present that the assistance to the 
classes is fundamental for a suitable follow-up of the contents of the subject. The student must be present 
equally the possibility of a part-time matriculation, when him it is not possible to be present at the totality 
of the subjects that compose a complete course (60 credits). With everything, the possibility will be 
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established, in the cases that are adequately well-taken and for those students who request it, to be 
evaluated without need to be present at the totality or at part of the classes. In these cases the student must 
come from the following way:

            .Must be informed at the beginning of the course the teacher responsible for the subject by the 
incidence that he is unable to attend class, which must be adequately justified in a document.

            . The responsible teacher, in view of this information will decide the possibility of assessment 
without total or partial assistance to the classes of the subject.

REFERENCES

Basic

- BONO, J. Historia del Derecho notarial español, 2 vol. Madrid 1979-1982.

- CANELLAS LÓPEZ, A. La Cancillería real del reino de Aragón (1035-1134), Zaragoza, Institución 
Fernando el Católico, 1983. [Folia Budapestina 1], 23-46.

- CONDE Y DELGADO DE MOLINA, R.-CÁRCEL ORTÍ, Mª M. "Corona de Aragón: Documentación 
real. Tipolog¬ía (s. XIII-XIV)". Diplomatique Royale du Moyen Âge XIIIe-XIVe Siècles. Actes du 
Collo¬que. (Porto, Faculdade de Letras, 1996) 273-297.

- DOMÍNGUEZ  SÁNCHEZ, S. Expedición del documento pontificio a partir de Sixto V: III Jornadas de 
la Sociedad Española de Ciencias y Técnicas Historiográficas. Diplomática antigua. Diplomática 
moderna, Murcia 2006, 127-175.

- FERRER I MALLOL, Mª T. La redacció de linstrument notarial a Catalunya: cèdules, manuals, llibres i 
cartes: Estudios Históricos y Documentos de los Archivos de Protoc¬olos IV (1974) 29-121.

- FRENZ, T. I documenti pontifici nel medioevo e nelletà moderna. Edizione italiana a cura di Sergio 
Pagano; Città del Vaticano, Scuola Vaticana di Paleografia, Diplomatica e Archivistica, 1989.

- FLORIANO CUMBREÑO, A.C. Curso general de Paleografía y Paleografía Diplomática españolas, 
Oviedo 1946.

- GIRY, A. Manuel de Diplomatique, Paris 1893. Reimpresión New York 1976.

- GÓMEZ GÓMEZ, M. Forma y expedición del documento en la Secretaría de Estado y del Despacho 
de Indias, Sevilla, Universidad de Sevilla, Secretariado de Publicaciones, 1993.

- GUYOTJEANNIN, O.-PYCKE, J.-TOCK, B.-M. Diplomatique Médiévale, Turnhout, Brepols, 1993.

- OSTOS, P.-PARDO, Mª L.-SANZ, Mª J. "Corona de Castilla-León. Documentos reales. Tipología (775-
1250)": Typologie der Königsurkunden. Acta Colloqvii Olomvcensis 1992, Olomouc, Univerzita 
Palackého v Olomouici, 1998, 163-187.

- OSTOS, P.-SANZ FUENTES, Mª J. "Corona de Castilla. Documen¬tación real. Tipología (1250-
1400)": Diplomatique Royale du Moyen Âge XIIIe-XIVe Siècles. Actes du Collo¬que. (Porto, Faculdade 
de Letras, 1996) 239-272.
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- PRATESI, A. Genesi e forme del documento medievale, Roma 1979.

- PUCHADES BATALLER, R.J. El notari valencià baixmedieval: exemple de la posició i percepció social 
de la professió notarial en lOccident mediterrani dels segles XIII, XIV i XV: Estudis Històrics i 
Documents dels Arxius de Protocols XVI (1998) 87-122.

- RABIKAUSKAS, P. Diplomatica generalis, Romae 1976.

- RABIKAUSKAS, P.-LASALA, F. de. Il documento medievale e moderno. Panorama storico della 
Diplomatica generale e pontificia, Roma, Editrice Pontificia Università Gregoriana-Istituto Portoghese 
de SantAntonio, 2003.

- RIESCO TERRERO, Á. (ed.) Introducción a la Paleografía y Diplomática General, Madrid, Síntesis, 
1999.

- SEVILLANO COLOM, F. De la cancillería de la Corona de Aragón: Homenaje a J.E. Martínez 
Ferrando, archivero, Madrid 1968, 451-480.

- TAMAYO, A. Archivística, Diplomática y Sigilografía, Madrid, Cátedra, 1996.

- TESSIER, George. La Diplomatique, Paris 1952.

- UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE EDUCACION A DISTANCIA (UNED). Paleografía y Diplomática. 
Unidades Didácticas, Madrid, Universidad Complutense, 1977.

- Vocabulaire International de la Diplomatique, ed. Mª M. CÁRCEL ORTÍ, Valencia, Generalitat 
Valenciana. Conselleria de Cultura-Universitat de València. Servei de Publicacions, 1994; 2ª ed. 
corregida, València, Universitat de València, 1997.

Additional

- BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE DIPLOMATIQUE MÉDIÉVALE 
http://theleme.enc.sorbonne.fr/sommaire64.html

- DPTO. HISTORIA MEDIEVAL Y PALEOGRAFÍA Y DIPLOMÁTICA-UNIVERSITAT DE BARCELONA 
Encontrarás facsímiles, transcripciones y todo tipo de ejercicios de paleografía, diplomática y 
cronología 
http://www.ub.edu//contrataedium/intro.htm

- http://www.monasterium.net

ADDENDUM COVID-19

This addendum will only be activated if the health situation requires so and with the prior 
agreement of the Governing Council

SEMI-PRESENTIAL TEACHING
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1. Contents

 

The contents initially included in the teaching guide are maintained

 

2. Workload and time schedule

 

The activities and their hours of dedication in ECTS credits marked in the original Course Guide will be 
kept.

Theoretical classes will be developed online and practical classes will have a 100% attendance.  Teaching 
planning will be specified at the beginning of the term.

If the sanitary situation changes and no access to the University facilities is possible, all teaching 
activities will be carried out completely online. In this case, the adaptations will be communicated to the 
students through the Virtual classroom.

 

3. Teaching Methodology

 

Online theoretical classes through the Blackboard Collaborate or Teams platforms that can be 
complemented with different types of materials and activities in the Virtual classroom.

Face-to-face practical classes.

Some face-to-face sessions will be planned.

Tutorials will be done online (through the UV corporate mail) or face-to-face by prior appointment with 
the teacher.

If the sanitary situation changes and no access to the University facilities is possible, teaching and 
tutorials will be carried out completely online. In this case, the adaptations will be communicated to the 
students through the Virtual classroom.

 

4. Evaluation
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The evaluation criteria established in the Course Guide are kept.

 

If the University facilities were closed on the dates set in the official calendar for the final exam, the face-
to-face exam will be replaced by an online test.

 

 

5. Bibliographic references

 

The recommended bibliography in the Course Guide is kept. If the sanitary situation changes and the 
access to the recommended bibliography is not possible, it will be replaced by materials accessible online.

 

 

 


